RPA Council Agenda

10:00 – 11:00 AM – February 20, 2020

1550 Beardshear Hall

I. Call to Order and RPA Discussion Policy
II. Introductions
III. Senior Vice-President Jonathan Wickert
   A. WORKDAY/ISD
      a. Be able to access our grant money;
      b. be able to see the grant balances daily with accurate numbers;
      c. be able to spend grant money easily and without cumbersome and opaque processes
   B. Salary increases — initial comments about faculty needs and getting our voices out there early in the legislative process so that admin knows this is still an issue for us.
   C. How to secure more tenure-track faculty lines, especially in CALS
   D. Other comments from Sr. VP Wickert
IV. Questions from RPA Members for the Sr. VP Wickert
V. Other items from the Floor
VI. Adjournment